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To: Jim Goslee/ARRB, Andrew Funk/ARRBcc: From: Eileen Sullivan/ARRBDate: 06/10/98 11:51:32 AMSubject: 

Re: A Conspiracy TheoryFYI.To: palabra @ earthlink.net, Eileen Sullivan <Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.gov>cc: 

(bcc: Eileen Sullivan/ARRB)From: Dave Dix <dadixx @ earthlink.net> @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT Date: 

06/09/98 03:20:34 PM GMTSubject: Re: A Conspiracy TheoryCharles Mazal wrote:> I can assure you - all of 

you- that the CIA was not 'involved' in any> conspiracy re JFK's death. The FBI most assuredly was. I know - I 

was there.> Not in Dallas, but in Mexico City, where I was living at the time. Quite by> accident, I found myself 

in a 'safe-house' in Mexico City, three weeks or so> before the Dallas incident. I met and spoke at length there 

with David> Ferrie. Upstairs, the head of the Louisiana Mafia was screwing my> girlfriend. In the 'living room', 

two sinister-looking guys spoke French in> whispers. The photo of one of them appeared years later in 

Investigative> Reports' "The Men Who Killed Kennedy", identifying him as the 'trigger man' on> the grassy 

knoll. The British producer of that program came to my city to> interview me after I'd watched the report - I 

related my experience to him,> and to the investigator from Dallas who accompanied him, and supplied him 

with> photos and a street address of the 'safe-house'. I played softball on a team> in Mexico City - one of the 

teams in our league was comprised of U.S. federal> agents & marines from the Embassy there. I knew them all 

- we were friends. I> knew who was with the CIA, the DEA and so on. The CIA guys were totally> surprised by 

the photo of 'Oswald' in front of the Cuban Embassy (at that> time, next door to the Russian Embassy) - they 

knew THEY hadn't taken it, and> we had a heated speculation as to who might have done it. Anyone familiar> 

with Mexico City at the time knew where the CIA had their camera - in an> apartment building across the 

street from the Russian Embassy. The large,> glistening hemisphere of their telephoto lens was clearly visible 

from the> street below, and they photographed anyone who entered or left either of the> two Embassies. The 

photo of 'Oswald' was clearly taken from a different> perspective, at street level, by someone OTHER than the 

CIA.> This is the first time I have publicly revealed even this hint of what I> know. I am nearly sixty (later this 

year) and am obsessed that I will not> take this information to my grave. I want to go public with it -along 

with> names, addresses, dates and circumstances - but am at a loss on how to> disseminate this information 

widely and quickly. I will not allow anyone to> profit from this information, as the profit-motive could taint its 

veracity,> and what I want is to blow this whole JFK thing wide open before I die. Having> put this much 

information on the Internet, it could be a lot sooner than I> planned for, so I will greatly appreciate it if you 

will immediately respond> to the following:> Do you know of any serious group or organization that is still 

probing JFK's> death?> Being a novice among the Internet's newsgroups, I haven't a clue as to how to> 
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